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Smart Door 
Light Wi-Fi 
Camera

A two-in-one for smart lighting and advanced safety

Product Overview

Use indoors or outdoors

1080p video resolution with colour 
night vision

AI-powered person detection and two-
way audio

Features built-in 32G Emmc storage

View footage 24/7 via camera app

Easy to self-install

This product innovatively integrates a brightness-adjustable floodlight with a powerful 4MP security 
camera to enhance your home safety at all levels – even at night. Doubling as a sleek wall lamp, the 
Guardian Eye Smart Door Light Wi-Fi Camera fits into any household to light up dark places with 
remote smart controls. A security camera at its core, the Guardian Eye Smart Door Light Wi-Fi Camera 
features AI-powered person detection, active defence, and two-way communication to allow you to 
effectively watch over outdoor spaces such as patios, hallways, courtyards, and more, from wherever 
you happen to be.



We protect your  
data and privacy.

How it Works

guardianeye.co.za

Features and Benefits
Adjustable brightness with easy controls  
on the app
With an adjustable wall light of up to 700-lumen, the 
Guardian Eye Smart Door Light Wi-Fi Camera provides 
easy, energy-saving custom lighting with simple 
controls using the app.
 
Superior details with higher resolution
Thanks to its 4MP camera, the Smart Door Light Wi-Fi 
Camera excels at delivering high-quality imaging with 
sharp details. It’s ideal for even large space monitoring.
 
Clear and colourful imaging, 
even at night 
Designed with a large, f2.3 aperture and night vision 
of up to 10 metres, the Smart Door Light Wi-Fi Camera 
renders clear images in dim light. Even better, it 
provides extra support to late-night surveillance 
thanks to its colour night vision feature, which can be 
automatically or manually switched on with the use of 
the built-in light.

AI-powered person detection for alerts 
that matter                              
With a built-in deep learning AI chip, it can detect and 
differentiate human shapes from other moving objects 
in real time, improving alarm accuracy and sending you 
push notifications only when necessary.
 
24/7 protection all around your property           
A camera and alarm in one, the Smart Door Light Wi-Fi 
Camera will automatically set off a loud 100-dB siren 
and flash spotlights upon detection of suspicious 
trespassers, making it a vigilant guard for home 
protection.

Talk to visitors as if you were there                                                    
Hear and talk to anyone at your front door with a tap on 
your smartphone! The Smart Door Light Wi-Fi Camera 
comes with a built-in microphone and speaker so you 
can effortlessly welcome your visitors or turn away 
uninvited guests anytime, anywhere you are.

Adjustable camera angle for optimal 
coverage                                             
The Smart Door Light Wi-Fi Camera has been expertly 
designed with a wide field-of-view – up to 140 degrees 
horizontally and 157 degrees diagonally. This feature 
reduces blind spots in monitoring and provides extra 
flexibility for camera setup. Manually rotate and direct 
the camera with your preferred viewing angle for 
maximum coverage.
 
Built-in dual antenna for reliable 
performance                                                  
Using the built-in Wi-Fi antenna, you’ll notice far less 
frustration caused by an unstable Internet connection 
in your backyard, at your front door, and other 
locations away from your Wi-Fi router. With wall-
penetration and anti-interference capabilities, the 
dual-antenna handles long-range transmission easily 
to deliver steady performance.
 
It’s built to last                                     
The Smart Door Light Wi-Fi Camera features an IP65-
rated enclosure, offering high levels of resistance 
against dust and water. Resulting in long-lasting 
protection even under the toughest weather. 
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Download the Ezviz 
App from the Apple 

App or Google  
Play store.

Scan QR Code on 
the back of the 

camera

Add the camera to 
your Wi-Fi

Use the App to 
access the camera 

feed from anywhere.

Create an Ezviz 
account.
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